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Press Release Summary: 32Red Casino player wins over £1 
million pounds playing the Major Millions progressive slot 
machine  

Press Release Body: Online casino, 32Red, has announced that one of 
their players has won over £1 million pounds on the Major Millions slot 
machine – a progressive slot machine powered by Microgaming, the 
world’s largest gaming software provider. 32Red have produced a 
number of big winners since launching their casino in 2002, but are 
delighted at their second millionaire in just over one year, with the 
latest jackpot payout of £1,094,112.81. 

The recent Major Millions winner is Anne C from Scotland who 
commented on her luck by saying, “I could hardly believe it. First of all 
I won £300 and then seconds later the 5 major millions symbols fell 
into place”.  

A 32Red spokesman stated that the jackpot paid out after just two 
and a half minutes of Anne playing on the machine and noted, “It goes 
to show that just one lucky spin is all it takes and anyone can win a 
life changing amount of cash”.  



Progressive slot machines are based on a general theme combined 
with a large jackpot which accrues over time, waiting for a certain 
arrangement of symbols to line up on a payline. Major Millions is a 
military themed online slot game which has a guaranteed jackpot 
payout of at least £250,000 and has recently been made available to 
play via mobile phone on the 32Red mobile casino, provided by 
Microgaming’s mobile distributor called Spin3.  

Ed Ware, 32Red Plc CEO, commented on the recent win by saying, 
“It only seems like yesterday that Sharon H won over £1million on 
the King Cashalot slot, to have another progressive jackpot winner 
at 32Red is just great news. Congratulations to Anne and her family.” 

Roger Raatgever, CEO of Microgaming said, “What a great start to 
the year. The progressive slots total is currently sitting at over £7m. In 
addition, Mega Moolah is now at a mouthwatering £5m. 32Red has 
now created 12 millionaires through the network. Everyone at 
Microgaming congratulates Anne on her fantastic good fortune.”  

About 32Red Casino: 
32Red is a Gibraltar based, fully licensed casino that has won the best 
online casino award every year since 2003, an unprecedented 
achievement. The casino has over 20 progressive games, including 9 
progressive slot machines and currently has a combined jackpot total 
of over £7.4 million. 

32Red is the five times winner of the Best Casino title awarded by 
watchdog and player advocate site Casinomeister, and is renowned 
for providing industry-leading levels of support to players. Over 80% 
of 32Red’s players are from the UK and 32Red is licensed and 
regulated by the Government of Gibraltar. 32Red Plc is listed on the 
London Stock Exchange’s AIM (ticker: TTR) and has just opened a 
mobile casino for their players. The Company operates 32Red Casino, 
32Red Poker and DashCasino.com which are all based on 
Microgaming platforms. 

Web Site: http://www.32red.com/  
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